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Pioneer Stool: A range of sculptural stools suitable for flexible spaces and modern living
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Kaare Klint: The founder of Danish modernism
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The Klint Chair:  An interview with professor Harlang
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B Corp Certified
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The Erik Jørgensen Collection
Erik Jørgensen’s furniture workshop was founded in 1954 by upholsterer Erik Jørgensen who mastered the art of combining comfort and craftsmanship with timeless design. The brand has come a long way since then, but the quality upholstered sofa always remains the same.
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EJ220 Sofa
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EJ280 Sofa
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EJ280 Elements
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EJ295 Chaise Sofa




Explore all our sofas 


Danish sofa design without compromise since 1954
Erik Jørgensen has combined good craftsmanship with exceptional comfort for decades, qualities that went on to become the starting point for functional design with a Scandinavian aesthetic. An Erik Jørgensen sofa is simple in composition with clear craftsmanship details. It is classic in design and produced with innovative techniques.
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Erik Jørgensen established his furniture business in 1954
Quality and comfort for decades
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The carefully selected materials and construction gives each sofa a long life.
Craftsmanship and construction
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The upholstery is an essential part of the aesthetic expression of Erik Jørgensen.
Textiles and leather
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